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Community Litter Bin
Operating Instructions

    GROUND FIXING
1.  The three “pips” in 

the trash can base 
should be drilled 
through with a 
9mm diameter 
drill.

2.  Place the trash can in the desired location; mark the 
ground through the drilled holes. Drill the ground with 
a 10 mm bit to a depth of 2½ inches.

     Remove the bolt from the shield. Insert the shield into 
the drilled holes. (top of the sleeve to be flush with 
ground).

3.  Locate the trash can molding over the 3 ground 
fixing points. Position the fixing plates over the 
holes and insert the bolts. Tighten the bolts 
down with a wrench or socket.

4.  To remove the trash can, simply loosen and 
remove the bolts and anchor plates. The trash 
can is then free to be removed. The anchor 
sleeve may be left flush in the ground or 
removed.

Tighten up



a.  Turn the key 
clockwise to 
disengage.

b.  Rotate the hood 
counter-clockwise to 
disengage the locking 
mechanism.

c.  Keep the hood in the 
disengaged position & 
remove from the base.

e.  If necessary the 
metal liner should be 
removed and emptied.

g.  Replace the hood, 
ensuring that the 
lock bezel parts are 
on the same side.

h.  Twist the hood 
clockwise to 
engage the locking 
mechanism, ensuring 
that the bezel details 
are correctly aligned.

f.  Stretch the recommended liner bag 
over the base ‘neck’, but no lower 
than the position marked. The unit 
is designed to accept standard 
18” sacks (18”x29”x36”/39”) 
& not cause a skirting effect 
(protruding liner bag when the bin 
is assembled). Larger size liner 
bags may be used but this may be 
to the detriment of the product’s 
aesthetics.

i.  Depress the lock. j. The unit is now locked.
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FIREXPIRE KIT No.014-0014

1.  Drill through the marked Ash tray/Hood position b) 
with a 5mm bit.

2.  Fasten the spacer to the hood using the rivet 
supplied.

3.    T urn the hood upside down & drop in the firexpire
 plate (note it should not show above the apertures)

4.  Push the ‘top-hat’ trigger into the hole in the firexpire 
plate.

5. Insert the screw into the ‘top-hat’ trigger & tighten.

A. Large flange rivet

B. 5mm hole

C. Short spacer

D. Firexpire plate

E. “Top-hat” trigger

F. Short slot screw

A. Large flange rivet

B. Hole position

C. Long spacer

D. Firexpire plate

E. “Top-hat” trigger

F. Short slot screw

FIREXPIRE KIT No.014-0013

FIREXPIRE ASSEMBLY
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